Yamah pathfinder

This blue-skinned celestial has enormous butterfly wings, and its black hair sparkles like a
starlit sky. Speed 30 ft. Any throwing weapon wielded by a yamah gains the returning weapon
special ability as long as the yamah wields it. As a standard action , a yamah can make a touch
attack against a creature under the effect of a spell or spells and attempt to dispel the effect as
per the dispel magic spell CL 6th. If the attempt is successful, the yamah absorbs the magical
energy and converts it into a bolt of force. A yamah can use a force bolt to make a ranged touch
attack that deals 1d6 points of force damage for every spell level of the effect dispelled by the
yamah for example, if a yamah dispels a 2nd-level spell with its steal magic ability, the resulting
force bolt deals 2d6 points of force damage; 0-level spells count as being 1st-level for the
purpose of this ability. These force bolts have a range of feet with no range increment. A yamah
can only carry a number of force bolts equal to its Charisma bonus 5 for most yamahs , and any
force bolts not used within 24 hours of obtaining them disappear and are wasted. Yamahs travel
the planes promoting the ideals of freedom and fairness, using their unique talents to rob
evildoers of their magic and turn it into a weapon for good. Yamahs harbor ill will toward
anyone who would use magic for cruel or evil purposes, especially necromancers and creatures
that use magic to trap souls and pervert life. Though yamahs often bear a stern countenance,
they nonetheless enjoy lighthearted pranks and cheery jokes when appropriate. The average
yamah stands just over 6 feet tall and weighs pounds. Because of the presence of mystery cults
and the open worship of empyreal lords, yamahs can often be seen during lunar eclipses and
other significant celestial events. Legends among mystery cults claim that yamahs sometimes
accompany good spellcasters on crusades against otherworldly fiends, though every story
inevitably ends with the yamah mysteriously departing after the deed is done, abandoning its
mortal partner without a word. Toggle navigation. Patreon Supporters. It was around 30 years
ago when Maverick Boat Group founder Scott Deal conceived the first Pathfinder on the back of
an envelope. The resulting foot bay boat combined the skinny-water capabilities of a technical
poling skiff with the open-water capabilities of a center console. Today, the Fort Pierce, Florida,
builder has nine boats in its range, including a new model that is almost an entirely new species
unto itselfâ€”the Pathfinder Open. A hp Yamaha F 4-stroke is an option. Mounted on a jack
plate, the XF is good for a top end of around 52 knots, according to Yamaha. Most owners will
cruise the Open at about rpm, which provides an economical cruise at 27 knots burning The
boat comes with a gallon fuel tank. An additional gallon tank can be ordered to extend range.
Forward, in the bow, is the bay boat end of things. Most notably, the area features a casting
platform that stretches from gunwale to gunwale. The step leading up to the casting deck
houses an insulated cooler for drinks and snacks. A pre-installed backing plate can be fitted
with an optional volt trolling motor. The helm and dash have everything the skipper needs close
at hand. The deep, secure-feeling aft cockpit is where the Open shows off its center console
genetics. Under-gunwale rod stowage can accommodate 9-foot fly rods, and a five-rod rocket
launcher can be added to the back of the helm seat. Flush-mount rodholders are in the cockpit,
and six rods can be stowed in a rocket launcher on the optional hardtop. A destroyer-style,
stainless-steel wheel has an integrated, turn-signal-style jack plate control. Pathfinder did its
homework when designing the Open. This new hybrid has a near-perfect blend of the best of
both bay boat and center console features. These seven pocket powerboat cruisers are perfect
for folks looking to downsize and simplify their boating lifestyle. Cobia Boats has been on a tear
the past four years, improving and expanding its offshore center console lineup. The center
console has been the fishing and family fun machine for nearly 60 years. Fall and winter are just
around the corner. Digital Boat Show. Under 40'. Vessels 40''. Boater's University. Marine
Services. Great Lakes. International News. Coast Guard Rescues. People and Places. Boating
News. Boat Shows. Safety at Sea. Boat Shop. Sea Savvy. How-To Boating Fixes. Engine Repair.
Used Boats. New Boats. Classic Boats. Editor's Letter. Loose Cannon. Bottom of the Bay.
Swamp Yankee. In-Depth Focus. Maritime Art. Local Knowledge. Waterfront Homes. Waterfront
Properties. Waterfront Issues. Foul-Weather Gear. Real Estate. Buy a Boat. Sell a Boat. Home
Boats New Boats. Yamaha's next-gen Helm Master EX brings expanded control to even more
boaters. Four is the magic number for Yamaha Pro Anglers. Introducing the Yamaha Power Pay
Program Purchase a Yamaha Outboard from a Yamaha dealer, register for Power Pay,
participate in a Yamaha sanctioned tournament and profit from being the highest-place finisher.
Power and reliability have their perks. For more than 30 years, Yamaha Outboards have
delivered far more than superior power, performance and efficiency. Purpose-built from the
ground up to withstand the rigors of offshore boating, the XTO introduces a new class of
extreme offshore power and reliability. It produces a mind-blowing 96 amps of net charging
power in NEUTRALâ€”all while powering endless onboard tech and keeping the starting
batteries charged. It joins the other members of the V MAX SHO family in expanding from a bass
boat solution to multi-species, pontoon, and other applications. It's exciting news for all sorts of

anglers and boaters. See Offer Details. See New Product. Yamaha powers fourth consecutive
Angler of the Year! See the Full Story. Power up your winnings Introducing the Yamaha Power
Pay Program Purchase a Yamaha Outboard from a Yamaha dealer, register for Power Pay,
participate in a Yamaha sanctioned tournament and profit from being the highest-place finisher.
Learn More and Register. It's Still All About Reliability. Legendary Yamaha Reliability. Explore
XTO Offshore. Click for the 7-Day Forecast See when the fish are biting! Our patented Shift
Dampener System Redesigned and added to more props. Find the right components for your rig
Explore rigging options. Find Your Nearest Dealer. Youtube: Everglades Boats. Youtube:
Yamaha Outboards. Yamaha Outboards. Click Here For More Details. Get Ready To Repower.
Rates As Low As 3. Previous Pause Next. Featured Boats. Mileage 0. We know you will find a
boat , motor , trailer and complete service. You will find a full inventory of boats including the
best-selling Pathfinder bay boat. Cobia is a premium boat available from 20 to 34 feet. All of
these boats are equipped with Yamaha motors. If you are looking to repower your boat, Atlantic
Coast Marine carries a full line of Yamaha outboard motors at a competitive price. Our service
department technicians are fully certified. We have a full inventory of parts and can manage any
service issue you may have. Atlantic Coast Marine is an exclusive Yamaha dealer and enjoys
the distinction of being the largest dealer in North Florida and Georgia. Much goes into properly
purchasing a boat, and we are here to help you make the right choice. Ask any Atlantic Coast
Marine customer for a reference. We are confident you will be satisfied. Toggle Theme. Archives
of Nethys. Her black hair sparkles like a starlit sky. Yamah CR 5 Source Bestiary 6 pg. This
special ability fades 1 minute after a yamah no longer wields the weapon. Steal Magic Su As a
standard action, a yamah can make a touch attack against a creature under the effects of a spell
or spells and attempt to dispel the effects as per dispel magic CL 6th. If successful, the yamah
absorbs the magical energy and converts it into a bolt of force. A yamah can use a force bolt to
make a ranged touch attack that deals 1d6 points of force damage for every spell level of the
effect dispelled by the yamah for example, if a yamah dispels a 2nd-level spell with its steal
magic ability, the resulting force bolt deals 2d6 points of force damage; 0-level spells count as
being 1st level for the purpose of this ability. These force bolts have a range of feet. A yamah
can only carry a number of force bolts equal to its Charisma bonus 5 for most yamahs , and any
force bolts not used within 24 hours of being obtained disappear and are wasted. Description
Yamahs travel throughout the planes promoting the ideals of freedom and fairness, using their
unique talents to rob evildoers of their magic and turn it into a weapon for good. Yamahs harbor
ill will toward anyone who would use magic for cruel or evil purposes, especially necromancers
and creatures that use magic to trap souls and pervert life. Though yamahs often bear a stern
countenance, they nonetheless enjoy lighthearted pranks and cheery jokes when appropriate.
The white markings that cover their bodies may at first appear to be tattoos, but are actually
natural sigils unique to each individual. The average yamah stands just over 6 feet tall and
weighs pounds. Yamahs can often be encountered during lunar eclipses and other significant
celestial events in regions where worship of any chaotic good deity or demigod is strong.
Legends among such faiths claim that yamahs sometimes accompany good spellcasters on
crusades against otherworldly fiends, though every story inevitably ends with the yamah
mysteriously departing after the deed is done, abandoning its mortal partner without a word.
Azatas are champions of these concepts, great bards, knights, and explorers who roam the
planes in search of good folk in need of their help. Frequently described as the most elven or
fey-like celestials, azatas nevertheless often have strange, inhuman shapes or can take
elemental or eldritch forms. Most have some knightly or courtly title, such as duke, countess, or
prince, apparently hereditary, perhaps from a celestial monarchy long abandoned and forgotten.
Azatas do not exploit these titles to exert influence over each other, instead using them for
personal identification or a bit of self-importance. They are deadly and resolute foes of evil,
fearless and clever in battle. It is not surprising that the three best-known kinds of azatas can all
fly, for they rarely stay in one place for long and prefer the thrill of motion and discovery to
creature comforts. Such temporary settlements are colorful and have a celebratory atmosphere,
as azatas are quick to greet any of their kind as old friends. Although few can predict when and
where an azata community might arise, some groups or breeds of azatas gather in cycles for
traditional festivals and reunions. Such gatherings typically take place at a time of mystical
consequence, such as on the evening of the lunar equinox, or during less predictable times,
such as upon the wedding of two seers, and always in a place of pristine or stunning natural
wonder. All azatas fundamentally know when and where the closest or next gathering of their
people might occur, and while none are required or even expected to attend, all are welcome.
These gatherings do not preclude more permanent azata holdings and communes, however,
and the heights of Elysium endlessly ring with the songs of azata choirs. While the stoic,
homebound archons call their cousins flighty, azatas are driven by a crusading nature and feel

bored when forced to stay in one place too long. This tendency also means they are unlikely to
agree to serve mortals for an extended period of time, preferring to arrive, get the job done, and
move on to some other quest or challenge. As much as they seek to spread the cause of
freedom and joy, azatas realize that they cannot enforce such virtues throughout the multiverse.
Without darkness there can be no light, and without struggle there can be no victory.
Understanding this, these celestials remain removed from the majority of mortal conflicts,
preferring to act as advisors in such situations rather than champions, granting goodly mortals
ownership over their own triumphs. In cases where the forces of evil act overtly, however, and
intrude upon mortal worlds, azatas are quick to rally to defend such realms and aid those who
have no hope of defending themselves. Azatas generally work together, but their powerful
personalities and strong sense of individual freedom often see them disagreeing on how best to
handle a particular situation. While both parties have the greater good at heart, these arguments
can fester and grow into long-lasting grudges. In cases where a single azata is convinced his
way is right, he might even enter a sort of self-imposed exile, abandoning the support of his kin
so he can launch a one-azata crusade against the cruelties of the multiverse. Most azatas
originate from the untamable beauty of Elysium, created and nourished by the influx of goodly
mortal souls. Like most other outsiders, they cannot reproduce with each other in the mortal
fashion, and often tryst with mortals who prove charming an
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d good spirited. Azatas dally frequently with their own kind, being quick to seek out feelings of
love, joy, and companionship, but rarely feel bound or exclusive to merely one lover, regardless
of its race. Azatas speak Celestial, Draconic, and Infernal, but can speak with almost any
creature because of their truespeech special ability. See creature subtypes for full details on
truespeech and other shared azata traits. Azata Subtype Azatas are a race of celestials, or good
outsiders, native to chaotic good-aligned outer planes. An azata possesses the following traits
unless otherwise noted in a creature's entry. Darkvision 60 feet and low-light vision. Immunity
to electricity and petrification. Resistance to cold 10 and fire Truespeech Su All azatas can
speak with any creature that has a language, as though using a tongues spell caster level 14th.
This ability is always active. Azata, Yamah This blue-skinned woman has blue-and-white
butterfly wings. Creatures in "Azata" Category Name.

